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A Direct Combinatorial Proof of a Positivity Result
J. GILLIS AND D. ZEILBERGER
"A simple result deserves a simple proof"
(Donald E. Knuth, [6] p. 63)
Objects lying in four different boxes are rearranged in such a way that the number of objects
in each box stays the same. Askey, Ismail, and Koornwinder proved that the cardinality of the
set of rearrangements for which the number of obj ects changing boxes is even exceeds the
cardinality of the set of rearrangements for which that number is odd. We give a simple counting
proof of this fact.
Members of four different clubs, each wearing a hat with an insignia of his club, hang
their hats on entering the hall. When they leave there is a power failure and the departing
guests scramble for hats in the dark. Assuming the hats were picked at an entirely random
fashion, would you bet that the number of guests wearing hats with wrong insignias is
even?
Askey, Ismail, and Koornwinder [1, p. 285] proved that the answer is always yes, no
matter how many members belong to each club. Their proof was " analytical" in that it
employed an inequality of Koornwinder [7] concerning integrals of products of Laguerre
polynomials. Ismail and Tamhankar [5], and independently Gillis and Kleeman [4], gave
elementary proofs of this result. However, both of these employed the rather deep
"Master Theorem" of McMahon and the relatively sophisticated notion of "generating
function ". We are going to give a direct counting argument which should be understood
by the proverbial bright grade school student.
Although our proof is formally from scratch, it does employ the elegant methods of
Foata [2], [3]. As a matter of fact it was conceived while we were reading through
Knuth's [6,5.1.2] lively rendition of Foata's ideas.
Let At (a, b, C, d ) be the set of multiset permutations on the multiset {1a2b3c4d } written
in the two-line notation (cf [6, p. 24]). These are entities of the form
a b c d
~ ~ ~ ~
1 .. ·1 2 .. ·2 3 .. · 3 4 .. ·4
ii ... i; ii >: jb k-: . . k; II ... Id
where the bottom is a rearrangement of the top . The weight w (1T ) of the multiset
permutation 1T is defined to be (_ l) u~ where U" is the number of columns of the form
x . 111122333444 7
y' x ,e y. For example, If 1T = 441223133411 then U" = 7 and W(1T ) = (- 1) = -1. If IJIl
is a set, we write w (OU )=LUE<UW (U ), and if IJIl and 'V are sets, we denote as usual
IJIlx 'V={(u,v ); UEOU, VE 'V}.
THEOREM ([4]).
w(At(a,b,C,d»=L(a+b -U)!(C+d-U)!U!2{L(_lr(a)( b )L(-lr(C)X( d )}2U a!b!c!d! r r u -r s s u-s
(1)
and thus is positi ve.
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We first prove:
1. Gillis and D. Zeilberger
LEMMA 1. Let ff'(a, b, c) be the set of multiset permutations on {1a2b3c} having no
3
occurrences of 3' Then.;(;{(a, b, c,d)~Uu ff'(a, b, u) x F(c, d, u) and if 1T~ (Ub (2) then
W(1T) = W(Ul)W(U2)'
PROOF. Given 7T, we obtain Ul by replacing all 4's in 7T by 3's and discarding all
columns ~; similarly we define U2 by replacing all 1's by 2's and discarding all columns
2
2' For example
1111222333444 (11112223333 2222333444)
3142144231321~ 31321332121'3444232322 .
Clearly o-j E ff'(a, b, u) in{l a, 2b, 3U}andu2E ff'(c, d, u) in {3C4d2 U } for some u. It is readily
seen that (Uh (2) contains just enough information to get 1T back and we thus have a
bijection. Also the parity of U'1T equals that of UCT1 + UCT2 and so W(1T) = W(Ul)W(U2)'
LEMMA 2.
PROOF. Consider a typical element of ff'(a, b, c). If it has a occurrences of ~ and {3
occurrences of ~ then (in the notation of [6, p. 28])
a
~
1 .. ·1
U U
'--v---'
a 3's
b c
~~
2 .. ·2 3· .. 3
U U U U
'--v---' '--v---'
(c -a) 3's {31's
I
(a-{3)l's
(b -c +(3) 2's
(c-b)2's
The number of elements of ff'(a, b, c) with such specifications is (;) C~a) (;)
(a +b -C). All these have the same weight (-1)"'+13 since the "3-free" part looks as
\ a-{3
follows (for some v):
a-a
~
1 .. ·1
U U
'--v---'
" l's
(a -a -,,) 2's
b-c+a
~
2 .. ·2
U U
'--v---'
(a -(3 -,,) l's
Proof of a positivity result
and thus
1 233 1 2
U'" = '* 3 + '* 3 + '* 1 + '* 2 + '* 2 + '* 1
= C+C+a -a -y +a -{3 -y = 2(a +C -y)-ex -(3,
and thus W(1T) = (-1)"+13.
Summing over all ex, {3 we get
w(8i(a,b,C))=L (_1)"+I3(a)( b )(a+b-C)
ot,l3 ex C - ex a - {3
= (a +b -c)!c! L (_1)"+I3(a)( b )(a)( b )
alb! a c-a {3 c-{3
= (a +b -c)!c! [L (_1)"(a)( b )J2.
alb! ex c-a
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. From Lemma 1 we have
w(Al(a, b, c, d)) = L w(8i(a, b, u))w(8i(c, d, u))
u
and the theorem follows from Lemma 2.
If a = b = c = d = N, say, then it is readily seen that
w(Al(N,N,N,N))=L [(2Z=~)(20J2.
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A routine application of Stirling's formula yields that this is asymptotically
24N+ 110gN/(1T2N) (notice that for N=2 this gives 17 compared with the exact value
of 22, not bad!). The total number of arrangements is of course (4N)!/N!4_
28N -(1/2) / (1TN)3/2. If the probability of an even number of wrong hats is !O +ex) then
ex - (24N+ 110g N/(1T 2N))/(28N-(1/2) /(1TN)3/2) = 2-4N+(3/2)N1/210gN/1T1/2, hardly big
enough to be worth betting on!
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